
The news last week reported about a Massachusetts man who, while diving to check lobster traps, got 

scooped up into a whale's mouth while the animal was feeding. Fortunately for the man, the whale soon 

spit him out unharmed. But the story so strongly reminds most Bible readers of Jonah that it seems 

ready made for a lesson on that reluctant prophet and a look at what Jonah's story can teach us for our 

own lives. So that will be the topic of the first of our two Wired Word lessons for this week. 

If you'd prefer a different topic, look at our second lesson, about a high school graduate bound for 

Harvard who donated a $40,000 scholarship to students headed to community college. The student's 

generosity gives us the opportunity to consider how we might multiply the blessings we receive. 

The Editorial Team of The Wired Word 

 

Cape Cod Fisherman Scarfed Down by a Whale, then Spit Out Alive 

The Wired Word for the Week of June 20, 2021 

In the News 

"There's a pretty good chance no one outside of Nineveh-bound biblical figures can match Packard's 

story." 

Those words, from the Boston Herald's report of Cape Cod fisherman Michael Packard's close brush with 

death are no surprise, for the similarity to the biblical Jonah's misadventure is obvious to anyone who 

knows the story of that Old Testament prophet. 

On Friday, June 11, Packard, 56, was lobster diving near Provincetown, Massachusetts, when, "a 

humpback whale tried to eat me," he said. Packard, who was wearing scuba gear at the time, was in the 

behemoth's maw for 30-40 seconds before the animal surfaced and spat the diver out. 

Packard emerged bruised but without serious injuries. His topside crewmate hauled him back into the 

boat. 

People who study the huge creatures say humpbacks aren't aggressive toward humans and that the 

scarfing down of Packard was likely a fluke.  

Marine mammal expert Peter Corkeron of the New England Aquarium told the Herald that humpback 

whales are "gulp feeders" who eat by unhinging their mouths and taking big lunges through the water. 

And when you're 50 feet long and weigh 30 tons, as humpbacks can, sometimes you don't really have 

too much fine control over where you're headed, he noted. 

"They slurp up as much as they can, and then swallow it down," he said, speculating that the whale was 

likely seeking to snatch up some fish when Packard just happened to be in the way. 



Whatever the leviathan's intentions, however, while inside the animal's mouth, Packard at first thought 

he had been attacked by one of the great white sharks who frequent that area. But then he felt around 

and could find no teeth, and realized he was in a whale's mouth. He thought to himself, "Hey, this is it. 

I'm going to die." 

Though Packard is currently riding a wave of publicity and has had a whale of an experience, he's not 

down in the mouth about it, and he isn't going overboard in response or looking at it in depth. He 

intends to continue his career as a fisherman, including diving, though some might find that decision 

difficult to swallow, given his close encounter with death. 

But he has a fish story that will be hard to beat. 

More on this story can be found at these links: 

'I Was Completely Inside': Lobster Diver Swallowed by Humpback Whale off Provincetown. Cape Cod 

Times 

Cape Cod Fisherman OK After Whale Gulps Him Down, Spits Him Out. Boston Herald  

Applying the News Story  

We are using the occasion of Packard's mishap to look at the biblical story of Jonah and consider what 

the lessons of that story have to say to us today. 

Here's a bit of introduction to the book of Jonah:  

There are two main characters: the prophet Jonah and the Lord. (We aren't counting the "large fish" -- 

the creature is never called a whale in the book of Jonah -- as a character, though it does have a 

significant function in the story: It serves as an instrument of the Lord.)  

The opening sentence of the book identifies the prophet as "son of Amittai." Outside of the book of 

Jonah, the only place in the Old Testament where "Jonah son of Amittai" appears is in 2 Kings 14:25. 

There, Jonah prophesied that God would permit the then current ruler of Israel, Jeroboam II (who 

reigned 783-743 B.C.), to extend the country's borders. The reluctant prophet identified in the book of 

Jonah is almost certainly intended by the story narrator to be the same person as the one who 

prophesied during the reign of Jeroboam II.  

While 2 Kings 14:25 refers to Jonah's role in an actual event, his action in the book bearing his name 

should probably be understood differently. In the original Hebrew, the very first word in the book of 

Jonah is wayehî, which may be translated as "And it happened" or "It came to pass." Wayehî is a 

specialized word that signals the beginning of a story, much like "Once upon a time" does for English-

speaking readers. 

Thus, it is possible that the account in the book of Jonah is best understood as something like a parable 

rather than a historical record. Much like a parable, the book of Jonah teaches that "Deliverance belongs 
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to the LORD" (Jonah 2:9). But either way, God speaks to us through this book, as he does through the 

rest of the Bible. 

In the scripture commentary below, we'll discuss the Lord's role in the story. 

The Big Questions 

1. Bible scholars estimate that the book of Jonah was written in the fifth or fourth century B.C. Why 

should we look for direction for our spiritual life from something that old? 

2. Does it make any difference whether Jonah's story is a historical account or a parable? If so, what 

difference? Can the book's lessons be the same either way? 

3. If you've had a "near-death" or "near-miss" experience, were you changed by it, and if so, how? Do 

you think God wanted Michael Packard to learn anything from his encounter with the humpback, and if 

so, what? 

4. Why did God give Jonah a second chance to obey him? When have you received a second chance 

from God? 

5. Can God use our disobedience to accomplish his will? 

Confronting the News With Scripture and Hope 

Here are some Bible verses to guide your discussion: 

NOTE: While we usually suggest context verses for the scripture we quote, for this lesson, the whole 

book of Jonah is the context. If you have time, you will benefit from reading it. It's only 48 verses long. 

Jonah 1:1-3 

Now the word of the LORD came to Jonah son of Amittai, saying, "Go at once to Nineveh, that great city, 

and cry out against it; for their wickedness has come up before me." But Jonah set out to flee to Tarshish 

from the presence of the LORD. He went down to Joppa and found a ship going to Tarshish; so he paid his 

fare and went on board, to go with them to Tarshish, away from the presence of the LORD.  

The story in the book of Jonah takes off like a rocket. The opening two sentences succinctly set the stage 

for all that is to follow. Sentence one tells what God wanted: for Jonah to prophesy to the people of 

Nineveh, who were sworn enemies of Jonah's people, the Israelites. And sentence two immediately 

introduces the conflict that sets the storyline into motion: "But Jonah set out to flee to Tarshish from the 

presence of the LORD." Yes, Jonah got up as the Lord commanded, but not to do the Lord's bidding. He 

got up to run the other direction. 

Jonah decided to board a ship headed to Tarshish, which may have been in what is today Spain, but 

wherever it was, the story implies that it was exactly in the opposite direction from Nineveh. 

Significantly, Jonah understood it to be "away from the presence of the LORD" (v. 3, italics added). This 

was in an era when many people still thought gods were localized. The storyteller may be suggesting 

that Jonah thought that in Tarshish, he'd be out of the jurisdiction of Israel's God. 



Questions: When have you felt God was calling you to do something you really did not want to do? 

What measures did you take to avoid obeying? What was the outcome? Does obeying God sometimes 

coincide with your preferences? 

Jonah 1:17; 2:10--3:2 

But the LORD provided a large fish to swallow up Jonah; and Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days 

and three nights. … Then the LORD spoke to the fish, and it spewed Jonah out upon the dry land. The 

word of the LORD came to Jonah a second time, saying, "Get up, go to Nineveh, that great city, and 

proclaim to it the message that I tell you."  

The divine character in the book of Jonah is, of course, God. There are 39 references to God in the book 

of Jonah, using three different names, though the differences are more obvious in the original Hebrew 

than in English. The one translated as "God" in English is Elohim, which can be defined as "our Maker" or 

"the Supreme Being to whom all power belongs." It or the shortened variation of it, El, is used in Jonah 

13 times. One example is in Jonah 3:5, where it says, "And the people of Nineveh believed God."  

More often, however -- in fact, 22 times -- the deity is called Yahweh. In English Bibles, Yahweh is usually 

translated as "the LORD," with LORD in all capital letters (one English translation, The Jerusalem Bible, 

actually uses Yahweh). This is the name that is also transliterated into English as "Jehovah," 

but Yahweh is actually closer to the Hebrew. Yahweh is the most frequently used of all the Old 

Testament names for God, occurring more than 6,800 times. 

Yahweh refers to God's very being, as in "He is." But consider some of the places where it's used: 

• The encounter in Exodus 3 between God and Moses via the burning bush, where God called 

Moses to lead the Israelites out of Egypt and wouldn't take Moses' "no" for an answer. 

• The ten plagues on the Egyptians in Exodus 7-12, where God wouldn't accept Pharaoh's "no" to 

letting the people of Israel go. 

• Here in Jonah where God wouldn't take Jonah's "no" for an answer either. 

Thus, in usage, Yahweh seems to mean "the God who won't take 'no' for an answer." 

The third name used for God in the book of Jonah is simply the combination of the other two, as Yahweh 

Elohim -- in English, "the LORD God" (see, for example, 4:6). Using the two names together is a way of 

saying that the God who created the world is the same God who will not take "no" for an answer.* 

Questions: When, if ever, have you felt that God wouldn't take your "no" for an answer? If that is the 

case, do we really have free will and freedom of choice? Or does this mean that God will allow us to say 

"no" but when we do, we'd better be prepared to suffer the consequences? 

What convinced you that God wanted a "yes" from you? What was the outcome? How do you feel 

about that now? Is reluctantly obeying God as good as willingly doing so? Why or why not? 



*The commentary in this section is from Adult Bible Studies Teacher Spring 2017 © 2017 Cokesbury. 

Used by permission. All rights reserved. The material was written for that publication by TWW team 

member Stan Purdum. 

Jonah 3:10--4:2 

When God saw what [the Ninevites] did, how they turned from their evil ways, God changed his mind 

about the calamity that he had said he would bring upon them; and he did not do it. But this was very 

displeasing to Jonah, and he became angry. He prayed to the LORD and said, "O LORD! Is not this what I 

said while I was still in my own country? That is why I fled to Tarshish at the beginning; for I knew that 

you are a gracious God and merciful, slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast love, and ready to relent 

from punishing. 

Jonah finally did what God wanted, and preached repentance to the Ninevites, who responded so 

wholeheartedly that God called off the punishment he had intended for them. But Jonah was unhappy 

with this outcome because the people of Nineveh were hated enemies of Israel who were guilty of 

atrocities, and Jonah would have preferred that they weren't spared. And so he sulked.  

Jonah was glad for God's grace for Jonah's own people, but he churlishly resented similar treatment for 

others.  

Essentially, Jonah was angry that Yahweh was a God of grace and mercy, "slow to anger, and abounding 

in steadfast love, and ready to relent from punishing." Note that God also had mercy on Jonah himself, 

but Jonah seems either not to have noticed or to not have applied that to the larger situation before 

him. 

Of historical note, Nineveh was the most populous city of the ancient Assyrian Empire. The Assyrian 

ethnic group became the Chaldeans and the Arameans, both of which became predominantly Christian 

(Chaldean Catholic and Syriac Orthodox, respectively). 

Questions: Have you ever been annoyed or even angry when some wrongdoer was let off the hook and 

didn't receive punishment that was rightly deserved? Did you feel any differently if that wrongdoer was 

you? What is the good part of God being "slow to anger"? Is there a  downside to that, and if so, what is 

it? 

Are there any groups or individuals to whom you would not want to see God's grace and mercy 

extended, and if there are, why? How might the lessons of Jonah apply to your answer? 

Robert Alter, professor of Hebrew and comparative literature at the University of California, Berkeley, 

describes the book of Jonah "both as an enchanting story and as the shaking up of an entire theological 

world." Why do you think he said that? 

Jonah 4:9-11 

But God said to Jonah, "Is it right for you to be angry about the bush?" And he said, "Yes, angry enough 

to die." Then the LORD said, "You are concerned about the bush, for which you did not labor and which 

you did not grow; it came into being in a night and perished in a night. And should I not be concerned 



about Nineveh, that great city, in which there are more than a hundred and twenty thousand persons 

who do not know their right hand from their left, and also many animals?"  

While Jonah sat and sulked, God made a bush grow nearby to provide shade for him, and the prophet 

was happy about that. But then the bush withered, and Jonah became so hot in the sun that he said it 

would be better for him to die. 

God then spoke the words above, with which he put two questions to the pouting prophet. Those 

questions are the end of the book, which closes without telling what, if anything, Jonah said in response. 

God is left waiting for an answer. 

Unanswered questions are apparently one way in which God communicates with us. TWW team 

member Frank Ramirez comments, "Notice now Jesus ends the parable of the Good Samaritan with a 

question that the listener needs to answer, and how the parable of the Prodigal leaves us wondering 

what the older brother will choose to do, and ultimately if the younger brother is reformed. 

Unanswered questions invite us to answer God's question ourselves. (e.g., Even if the Chinese are 

supposed to be our enemy of the week, don't we at least care about all the pandas?) Sometimes 

scripture doesn't give us the answer, but invites us to come to an answer as best we can.  

Questions: The TWW format often includes questions for which the lesson does not necessarily provide 

answers. What function do such questions have in stimulating spiritual growth? If we raise a question 

we do not answer, does that imply we agree with the basis of the question topic? Why or why not? 

Has God ever answered your question or plea with a question or plea -- as in "God what are you going to 

do about poverty?" with "Ah, that's just what I was wondering: What are you going to do about 

poverty?" 

For Further Discussion 

1. According to Packard's account of the short period he was in the whale's mouth, he didn't have time 

to do much more than think about his sons and his love for them. What do you suppose your thoughts 

would turn to during a sudden life-threatening emergency? What does that say about what is most 

important to you? In what ways do you express the depth of that value during ordinary time?  

2. Respond to this, from TWW team member Frank Ramirez, who keeps bees: "Jonah is outraged at the 

death of a convenient plant (kind of like me this spring when I realized both of my hives had died the last 

month of winter and I had to start two new hives), but Jonah can't seem to  transfer the lesson of the 

plant to God sparing the Ninevites." 

              Ramirez asks, "Why is it I understand small stuff I encounter but don't always get the big 

picture?" 

              What helps you to see big-picture applications from less significant happenings?  

3. Discuss this: Hebrew scholar Robert Alter, comments in his translation of the Hebrew scriptures with 

their notes regarding the book of Jonah that "... the protagonist is surely not identical with the prophet 

mentioned in 2 Kings. ... The first name, Jonah, means 'dove,' which could have been an ironic 



application here because this Jonah is an unwilling agent who ends up averting a punitive cataclysm, in 

approximate analogy to Noah's dove, which signals the restoration of life after a punitive cataclysm." 

              And, noting Jonah is the only person in the Hebrew scriptures called to deliver a prophecy "to 

the general populace of an altogether foreign, and hostile, nation," Alter adds "The God with whom 

[Jonah] has such difficulties because of his Israelite nationalist mindset is not chiefly the God of Israel 

but the God of the whole world, of all creatures large and small. He is not a God you can pin down to 

national settings." 

Responding to the News 

This is a good time to meditate on the fact that God is slow to anger and what that means for you. 

Prayer 

Thank you, O Lord, that you are merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast love. 

Let all of that help me to walk faithfully with you. In Jesus' name. Amen. 

Other News This Week 

Immigrant High School Grad Bound for Harvard Donates $40K Scholarship to Community College 

Students 

The Wired Word for the Week of June 20, 2021 

In the News 

Chosen by her peers to address the class of more than 200 seniors at their June 4 graduation at 

Fitchburg High School in Fitchburg, Massachusetts, 17-year-old Verda Tetteh lauded the school's 

diversity and resilience through the pandemic. While the students applauded Tetteh's prepared speech, 

it was her unscripted remarks minutes later that brought down the house. That was when Tetteh 

requested that the administration take back a $40,000 award she won, so that less fortunate students 

might benefit. 

"Some of us were born with the odds stacked against us," yet student after student rose to the 

challenge and overcame many obstacles, Tetteh said in her prepared message. The straight-A student 

completed her high school education while working at a grocery store, and plans to study chemistry and 

pre-med on a full scholarship from Harvard University. 

After Tetteh's speech, she was surprised when Assistant Principal Tom DiGeronimo announced that she 

and another senior, Zachary Scott, had each been awarded another $40,000 scholarship along with the 

school's highest honor, the "General Excellence" prize. The funds could be used at the discretion of the 

recipients. At the urging of her guidance counselor, Tetteh had applied for the award, but assumed it 

would go to some other student, since she already had other financial aid to cover her expenses.  



According to the State Department of Education, more than 60% of the 1,300+ students at Fitchburg 

High are "economically disadvantaged" and "high needs" individuals. Three out of four are students of 

color, and nearly half plan to attend community college when they graduate. 

DiGeronimo was next on the commencement program.  

"Be passionate ... Be willing to make sacrifices by putting the needs of others first," the assistant 

principal advised the class of 2021. "Be fearless when taking risks. ... Be selfless and trustworthy. ... Be 

willing to love those around you. ... When making tough decisions, follow your heart, not your head. ... 

Be true to yourself, and don't be afraid to take the road less travelled." 

As Tetteh listened, she recalled her mother's selfless sacrifices for her family, and suddenly knew what 

to do. 

"We're blessed to be a blessing," Tetteh said. "I thought that I was in the position where God has 

blessed me so much, and I thought it was the right thing to do to bless somebody else." 

So she walked back on stage, apologizing for interrupting the ceremony. 

"I am so very grateful for this [award]," she declared, "but I also know that I am not the one who needs 

this the most, and knowing my mom went to community college and how much that was helpful, I 

would be so very grateful if administration would consider giving the general excellence scholarship to 

someone who is going into community college." 

The startled audience erupted in cheers and applause, rising to their feet in affirmation. 

Tetteh said giving the award away brought her relief and joy that "God had given [her] the strength to 

do the right thing." She looked forward to seeing how the scholarship would help others.  

"We don't have it all, but that's never been an excuse not to give," the graduate said. "You don't have to 

have the world to be able to give anything. ... The little you have, just think about others around you and 

how you can help."  

Principal Jeremy Roche told her later, "I'm so very proud of you and that was a very selfless move." 

Robert Jokela, the district superintendent, said "what we just witnessed was the ultimate in generosity." 

Rosemary Annan, Tetteh's mother, said she was happy with her daughter's decision. 

"Now I'm 100% sure she is ready to go into the world on her own," Annan said. "I'm not afraid, and I'm 

not sad about it that someone's going to get some good help. If I had gotten that help, I would have 

been thrilled." 

Originally from Ghana, Annan gave birth to Tetteh in the UK, and immigrated with her family to the 

United States when her daughter was 8. The following year, Annan enrolled in community college, 

eventually obtaining a bachelor's degree at age 47. Annan held down two jobs, frequently working 80-

hour weeks, including an overnight shift at a group home for people with disabilities, where Tetteh's 



stepfather Leslie Barnor also works. Her parents kept working despite the threat of Covid-19, which 

Annan contracted and recovered from early this year.  

"We are a Christian family," Barnor said. "We believe we don't need to have so much before you give to 

others." 

Tetteh praised her parents for setting the example of service to others that has become part of her 

identity as well. As an immigrant herself, she started a student ambassador program at the high school 

to help new students from foreign countries feel welcome.  

The $40,000 scholarship Tetteh donated will be divided into eight $5,000 awards, to be given to two 

graduating seniors headed to community college each of the next four years.  

Tetteh says she's just getting started. The graduate now wants to find partners to fund scholarships for 

immigrant students who cannot afford college.  

What if she comes up short on funds in the future?  

"I feel like ... God has gotten me this far and he will take me the rest of the way," Tetteh said. 

More on this story can be found at these links: 

Harvard-bound Grad Asks High School to Give Her $40,000 Award to a Community College Student. The 

Washington Post 

A High School Senior Won a $40,000 Scholarship. Then She Gave It Up. The New York Times 

Verda Tetteh Went Viral for Donating Her $40K Scholarship (Video 10:47). BNC 

FHS Graduation - 6.4.2021 (Video 1:38.02). Fitchburg High School (Tetteh's speech begins at 10:50)  

Harvard-bound High School Grad Gives Up $40K Scholarship. blackenterprise.com 

The Big Questions 

1. Which of these phrases best describes your own understanding of how you reached your current level 

of accomplishments? 

• I've pulled myself up by my own bootstraps; I've worked hard for everything I have gained and 

achieved. 

• I stand on the shoulders of others who have gone before me; I am indebted to them for what I 

have gained and achieved. 

• Other: specify 

To what extent are we dependent on others for our personal success, and to what extent does our 

success depend upon ourselves? 

2. In Mark 12:41-44, Jesus contrasts the meager gift of a poor widow with the lavish gifts of the wealthy. 

What is the difference between giving out of one's poverty and giving out of one's abundance? Do you 
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think it would be easier to give to others when a person has relatively little, or when a person has great 

wealth? Explain your answer.  

3. What biblical principles guide your decisions about how and when to share your resources with 

others? 

4. Tetteh seemed to connect "doing the right thing" with doing what was beneficial for those in greatest 

need. Since defining who has the greatest need isn't necessarily easy, since need may be a fluid or 

moving target, how can "doing what is beneficial for those in greatest need" serve as a useful guide 

when we are trying to decide what "the right thing" to do is? 

5. How is the ability and willingness to trust God related to one's ability and willingness to share one's 

resources with others? 

Confronting the News With Scripture and Hope 

Here are some Bible verses to guide your discussion: 

Genesis 14:21-24 

Then the king of Sodom said to Abram, "Give me the persons, but take the goods for yourself." But 

Abram said to the king of Sodom, "I have sworn to the LORD, God Most High, maker of heaven and 

earth, that I would not take a thread or a sandal-thong or anything that is yours, so that you might not 

say, 'I have made Abram rich.' I will take nothing but what the young men have eaten, and the share of 

the men who went with me -- Aner, Eshcol, and Mamre. Let them take their share." (For context, read 

14:13-24.) 

They say one shouldn't look a gift horse in the mouth. But are there times when a gift is not really a gift? 

(Think "Trojan horse.") Abraham deliberately refused to accept the offer of some gifts, for various 

reasons. In Genesis 14, after rescuing his nephew Lot and other kidnap victims, and recovering stolen 

goods, he would not take any payment for himself, but directed that his allies should be compensated  

Later, after his wife Sarah died, he was offered a field with a cave at Mamre (Hebron) as a burial site, at 

no cost, but he insisted on paying the landowner the fair market price for the land (Genesis 23:1-16). 

When a wealthy patron offered to cover the entire cost of a church's capital project, some congregants 

were confused by the governing board's decision to decline the offer. After much prayer and discussion, 

the board had concluded that accepting the offer could have negative consequences that might 

outweigh the benefits of the monetary gain.  

Questions: When, if ever, have you declined the offer of a gift, and why did you refuse it? For what 

other reasons might people refuse to accept a gift?  

In the example given of the church board decision not to accept a major gift, what negative 

consequences might have resulted from accepting the patron's offer? What factors should be 

considered when deciding whether or not to accept a gift? 



Luke 3:10-11 

And the crowds asked [John], "What then should we do?" In reply he said to them, "Whoever has two 

coats must share with anyone who has none; and whoever has food must do likewise." (For context, read 

3:7-14.) 

When crowds came out to be baptized by John the Baptist, he warned them that having the "right" 

ethnic or religious pedigree or performing a religious ritual such as baptism was not enough to escape 

"from the wrath to come." Instead, we must "bear fruits worthy of repentance." 

Some of those fruits mentioned in this passage include giving to the poor, clothing the naked, feeding 

the hungry, not cheating people or extorting money by threats or false accusation, and being content 

with one's wages. 

Questions: Have you ever shared "an extra coat" or food with someone who had no coat or food? 

Describe that experience.  

How is sharing a $40,000 scholarship like or unlike sharing an extra coat or food with someone who 

needs clothes or a meal?  

What do you have in your possession that might constitute "an extra coat or food"? How would you go 

about finding someone who needs what you have, and how could you share it in a way that preserves 

that person's dignity? 

2 Corinthians 8:2-3, 13-15 

… for during a severe ordeal of affliction, their abundant joy and their extreme poverty [of the 

Macedonian believers] have overflowed in a wealth of generosity on their part. For, as I can testify, they 

voluntarily gave according to their means, and even beyond their means, … I do not mean that there 

should be relief for others and pressure on you, but it is a question of a fair balance between your 

present abundance and their need, so that their abundance may be for your need, in order that there 

may be a fair balance. As it is written, 

"The one who had much did not have too much, 

    and the one who had little did not have too little." (For context, read 8:1-9, 13-15.) 

Paul wrote to the believers in Corinth about the generosity of the churches of Macedonia, who begged 

"earnestly for the privilege of sharing in this ministry" of giving to others in need (v. 4). His objective was 

not simply to boast about the Macedonian believers, but to challenge the Corinthians to also practice 

generosity, so that "as iron sharpens iron" (Proverbs 27:17), one group might encourage another to 

even greater acts of charity (v.8). 

In the classic movie, Our Vines Have Tender Grapes, young Selma donated her one thing of value, a 

beloved prize calf, to a proud, much-disliked farmer who had lost his livestock when lightning struck and 

burned down his new, uninsured barn. The townspeople of Fuller Junction, who had been through their 

own stresses and were reticent to offer help, were inspired by the girl's generosity to up their game and 

rescue him from ruin.  
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Paul's reference to everyone having just enough, not too much nor too little, comes from Exodus 16:13-

21, the passage describing God's generous gift of manna to the Israelites in the wilderness. Each 

morning except for the Sabbath, the manna appeared like dew on the ground, which the people 

gathered to eat as bread. They gathered what they needed, and no one had more than they needed, 

and no one had too little to meet their needs.  

Paul used the example of manna to illustrate that in God's economy, everyone should have what they 

need, not necessarily everything they want. He suggests that when you have an abundance, it is given so 

that you can meet the needs of those who are in want. In return, when you are in want, others may be 

able to meet your needs from their abundance. 

Questions: When, if ever, have you seen this kind of economy put into practice? What hinders people 

from adopting this kind of economic model? What would it take for you and your Christian friends to 

move closer to this kind of model? 

Acts 20:33-35 

[Paul said,] "I coveted no one's silver or gold or clothing. You know for yourselves that I worked with my 

own hands to support myself and my companions. In all this I have given you an example that by such 

work we must support the weak, remembering the words of the Lord Jesus, for he himself said, 'It is more 

blessed to give than to receive.'" (For context, read 20:32-36) 

2 Corinthians 9:7-8 

Each of you must give as you have made up your mind, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God 

loves a cheerful giver. And God is able to provide you with every blessing in abundance, so that by always 

having enough of everything, you may share abundantly in every good work. (For context, read 9:6-15.) 

As Paul bid farewell to the believers, knowing he would never see them again, he emphasized the 

importance of being givers rather than takers. These words of Jesus ("It is more blessed to give than to 

receive") are found only here in Acts 20, rather than in the gospels, but we have no reason to doubt that 

Jesus said this.  

This idea turns the way we tend to think upside down. From the time we are children, we anticipate 

Christmas and birthdays, not because those are opportunities for us to give, but because we hope to 

receive something we want. On television game shows, we cheer those who win big money and prizes. 

Seems like there should be a game show in which people compete to see who can give away the most 

with the most joy. This beatitude from Jesus tells us that the greater joy comes from giving, not from 

receiving.  

In Matthew 19:16-22, a rich young man asked Jesus what good deed he had to do to have eternal life. 

Jesus answered, "If you wish to be perfect, go, sell your possessions, and give the money to the poor, 

and you will have treasure in heaven; then come, follow me." But the man "went away grieving, for he 

had many possessions" (vv. 21-22). 

Contrast that with cheerful giving (giving hilariously, or giving that produces hilarity), which delights God 

as well as other people. 



Questions: Why do we often think that the more we have, the happier we will be? What enabled Verda 

Tetteh to cheerfully give away $40,000? What is it about giving to others voluntarily and cheerfully that 

produces more joy? 

For Further Discussion 

1. Discuss this: Jesus calls us to live simply so others can simply live. 

2.  Jennifer Rocha, a University of California San Diego college graduate from Coachella, started working 

overnights in the strawberry patches with her parents when she was a high school junior. The 

graduation pictures she posted online of herself with her parents in the farm fields to express her 

appreciation for their support went viral. 

              View "The New American Gothic" by Criselda Vasquez. Mario A. Salinas, Co-founder at Emerging 

Latino Leaders Fellowship and Former President at Latino Giving Houston, wrote that this painting 

reminded him of how his grandmother worked in the fields from an early age, and later as a high school 

custodian. She never learned English and was illiterate, but Salinas said "there was honor [not shame] in 

her work and there was honor in her journey." He was the first of her grandchildren to graduate from 

college, and his younger brother got a degree from Harvard, but they stood "on her shoulders," Salinas 

said. 

              Why do you think Rocha's photos and Vasquez's painting move people the way they do? 

3. One of TWW team members recalls a slogan used during a capital campaign at a former church: It's 

not equal giving, but equal sacrifice. What does that mean to you? How might that idea encourage 

people in their giving? 

4. Consider how these passages fit with how you think about and handle money and possessions.  

• Luke 12:48 [Jesus said,] "From everyone to whom much has been given, much will be required; 

and from the one to whom much has been entrusted, even more will be demanded."   

• Philippians 2:3-5 Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility regard others as 

better than yourselves. Let each of you look not to your own interests, but to the interests of 

others. Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus, ... 

• Acts 4:32, 34-35 Now the whole group of those who believed were of one heart and soul, and no 

one claimed private ownership of any possessions, but everything they owned was held in 

common. … There was not a needy person among them, for as many as owned lands or houses 

sold them and brought the proceeds of what was sold. They laid it at the apostles' feet, and it 

was distributed to each as any had need.  

Responding to the News 

1. This might be a good time to think about the freedom and joy you might gain by giving to others some 

of your possessions. Discuss ways you can declutter while bringing happiness to others through sharing 

what you have. 
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2. You may wish to sing together the hymn, "Make Me a Blessing," as a way of affirming your 

commitment to give generously of yourself and your means, to bless others, as God in Christ has blessed 

you. 

Prayer 

We thank you, God, source of all goodness, for the spirit of giving you have instilled in us. We give 

because we have first received grace upon grace from your generous hand. May we be as willing to give 

as to receive. Inspire us to greater giving from joyful hearts, as Jesus gave with hope and confidence. 

Amen. 
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